Introduction
In the paper we give an axiom system for groups of similarities in olassioal metric planes (in the sense of [1] i.e. euclidean, hyperbolic and elliptio planes). This also means we propose to oall a similarity group any model of the axiom system presented here. Nearly all the definitions of "similarity" commonly used are somehow defeotive. Usually we say similarities are "transformations preserving angles". It suggests that they are transformations of lines, but then we must assume they preserve oopunctuality relation as well --there exist transformations of lines which are not induoed by any intuitive similarity, but which preserve olasses of metric oongruenoe of pairs of lines (cf. [3] ). The definition becomes more complicated and not so logically simple. And also angles must be defined as pairs of intersecting lines) if we require all the congruent pairs are preserved then only isometries are obtained among similarities (cf. Remark 17 below). It is not a proper way to define similarities as automorphisms -these two notions coincide over reals only. And it is not a.geometrical definition to say these"are properly distinguished linear transformations. Perhaps the sole elegant approach is to define similarities as point -transformations which map triangles onto similar triangles (then we must in-dependently have some notion of similarity relation for triangles» comp.
[4])* Therefore we have deoidad to find an explicit axiom system for groups of similarities and use this system as «in (implioit) definition of similarity.
Ve prove that models of our axiom system are sijnilarity groups in a following senses every one oontains a Baohmann Group (of. [1]) and the group of collineations preserving proper angles in the group plane is isomorphio with the model we have started from. Besides we prove sons oommon fundamental properties of similarities (like rigidity prinoiple eta.) whioh follow from the abstract properties given by us. Therefore this approach is somehow interesting for its own as well.
It is worthwhile to notiee that a similar triok has been done for one-dimensional metrio geometry. An axiom system for affinities (i.e. similarities) on a line has been oonstruoted suoh that eVery model oontains (linear) isometry group and for this group they are similarities [2] . The same method oan be applied to affine plane geometry to dejscribe group of affinities as containing sufficiently regularly a family of equiaffinities, or to desoribe similarities in Minkowski planes* but these problems will not be discussed in this paper.
The paper is divided into two parts. In the first one we formulate an axiom system for the olass of groups of similarities in alassioal metrio planes and sketch the proof of the representation theorem for our system. Next we prove some interesting corollaries about this system. In the seoond part we prove in more details lemmas whioh lead us to the representation theorem. This part oan be also regarded as a part of the exposition of the (synthetio) theory of similarities.
I. Results
The structures we shall disouss are of the type 0 = <G,L ,*,1> where L £G, 1 e G and • is a binary operation in G. Any suoh struoture will be called a similarity group provided it satisfies (505) given by orthonormal matrices, but aoting on lines in V passing through (0,0,0). This is the group of similarities of the elliptic plane over F. Finally, assume that F is ordered Euclidean and consider the group of all linear transformap tions of F with orthonormal matrix and all homographitis fixing the unit circle but acting inside this oirele. This is the group of similarities of hyperbolio plane (Poincare's Model) over F.
ELEMENTS OF E ARE EALLAD LINES AND THAT OFN-POINTS. FOR EVERY SIMILARITY GROUP G WE DENOTE BY 0(£) THE GROUP GENE-

RATED BY £ IN G. JUST AT THE BEGINNING WE NOTE THAT Q( ZL) IS A BAOHNANN GROUP (IN WHIOH EVERY PAIR OF LINES HAS A BI-SECTOR), THEREFORE IT IS ISOMORPHIC TO THE GROUP OF ISOMETRIES OF SOME METRIO (BUALIDEAN, ELLIPTIC OR HYPERBOLIO) PLANE (OOBP. [1]). VE ARE GOING TO SHOW THAT G ITSELF IS ISOMORPHIO TO THE GROUP OF OOLLINEATIONS OF THIS PLANE WHIOH PRESERVE PROPER ANGLES.
FROM THE ANALYTIOAL POINT OF VIEW THE GROUPS OAN BE DE-SCRIBED AS FOLLOWS. LET 7 BE A (COMMUTATIVE) PYTHAGOREAN FIELD.
IN THE BUOLIDEAN CASE OONSIDER A GROUP OF ALL AFFINE TRANS-
It is possible to prove, though rather involved, that every such a group satisfies postulates SG1-SG9. Therefore we can think that they are intended models of our axiom system.
Following Bachmann we define« a±b j <^>a,b E E A ab=ba AA/1) -orthogonality, pla t p e fl A a € E A ap=pa A a/p -incidence. Define
Finally for p,q,reFlwe define independenoy by the formula N( p,q ,r) a e £ ) [( p,qla arjira) A (q ,rla -paj<ap) A A (r,pla -aq/qa)] .
Clearly we have N(p,q,r)=#-p,q ,r) A ~ ( 3 a) [p,q,rla] . Intuitively N(p,q,r) for p,q,r-points means that neither p,q,r are collinear nor one of them is a pole of the line joining the remaining two. We prove that there are threis independent points -this will be used to prove rigidity of our group.
For given similarity group G we define the similarity plane over G to be the structure <n,E j I F = £)>» where
Denote the structure constructed above by S(G).
On the group of similarities 5
Next for given etruoture I <X,Y| with ic I*T, = = c(y 2 ) 2 we define the class of similarities of X (denoted by Sim(D) to be the set of all pairs <f,g>, where f is a bisection of X, g is a bisection of T and the following hold:
(**) (Vy 1t y 2 e Y)[y 1 y 2 = • If <f,g>eSim, then f preserves L and g preserves P. On the other hand, if f preserves L, then we oan define g such that it satisfies (*) -and dually for g and P. Thus we shall simply investigate only f (or g) further and -use the same character for transformation of points and that of lines. We are going to prove that for every similarity group 0
For given G we define for get), a i G -G and for every * g (°<) -6°ffT 1 ¡(which is a conjugation).* g is a bijeotion. Obviously * g (£) = £ and > (n) -n (by SG2). Thus > g may be treated as a bisection of n or of E as well and h itself as a transformation of G into Perm(E) * Perm(n). Clearly from the definition we have a(G)C Sim(S(G)) for every similarity group G* In the sequel we shall show that a is an isomorphism of G and Sim(S(G))« We start with a series of oharacirrigations when fe MO is equal Lemma 1* 
To olose this proof it suffices to notice that in the Euolidean case SG8 guarantees that A(G) oontains all homotheties (take asoc,/3 appropriate translations).
This together with Corollary 5 justifies our observation.
It is known that in elliptic and hyperbolic geometries similarities coinaida with isonetries.
Remark
11.
If there are a,b,c e E with abo^l, then G»G(E ).
Remark
Assume that II is a hyperbolio parallelity in E, (oomp. [l]). Then G»G(E).
At the end we notiae that the construction of similarities for congruence of arbitrary pairs of lines leads to the group' of isometries, i.e. we have -939 -
Remark
Sim(S(G(£))) £ G(£).
Proof. Let <pe Sim(S(G( E ))). There exists
K. Prazmowekl
This remark in faot was proved for Euclidean geometry in [2] , but the proof is essentially absolute. However, it is still interesting how to characterize the class of all transformations of E that preserve congruence of lines (but not necessarily points and the incidence) in the language of groups and explain their oonneotions with Similarity groups.
II. Details 1. There exist a,b,c e E with ^(a,b,c), ab=ba but aa^oa, bo/a. Denote ab=pefi. Assume ao»ca and bcecb. Then we have abo=cab whioh-means that po=op. Then from SG6 cap or aba eE. But o=p gives abcc). Thus either ao»oa or bo»o,b or ac/oa, bcj^cb. Assume ac^oa and find d with dc«ad. Denote q»ao. Then qd*dq because aod*cad=cdee E and by SG6. Hence pj^q. Clearly ad^da. Assume that bd=db. Then c»dad and bc=ob, whioh is impossible. Henoe assume that dp»pd. Then p=q, which is impossible too. So the elements a,b,d satisfy our lemma. If ac/ca and bo»<ob we cannot get abc=oab so then the elements a,b,c satisfy our thesis.
2. There exist p,q,r with N(ptq,r). Proof. The proof in faot is due to Baohmann. But we shall give it here sinoe it is not formulated in [1] explicitly. Let a,beE , absba>*pe Fl. So pla,b. We can assume there is qla, q^p. Denote c=aq, then 0 1 a. If q=b, then find d with db=od| then dla as well and ad/b; then denote q<=ad.
Next find a point r with rlb,r/a. If r=q, then a=b, so we have ¿(p,q,r). Denote by m the element of E suoh that q,rlm. If plm, then b=m and a=m -this is impossible. Assume p=m. Then aab=b=aba and aim.
Analogously bin, But this implies r=bm, q=am. From this it follows that r>a, q=b. Thus p^m. This means that we have proved that N(p,q,r).
3. Proof of lemma 1. (i) Follows immediately from the definition and axiom Sa6.
(ii) Using (i) we obtain from our assumptions abce£ or g»a or g«b or g»o or g=l. Denote p=ab. If abceL then pic that is impossible. If g=o then c la,b -impossible too. Assume g-a. Then a la. So then g»1.
(iii) Let N(p,q,r) and p,qla, q,rlb, r,pIo. Thus ^g(a)»a, A g (b)»b, A g (o)»o. If abo e E then blp,q and a-b. Assume g«a. Then ra-ar that oontradiots the definition of N(p,q,r). So we have obtained g«1.
(iv) Is a consequence of (ii) and (v) is a consequenoe of (iii). 10. Proof of Remark 11. Take a,b,o in E with abc=1, then ab=pen t bc=qen and ca=re(~l. Consider their images a'fb',o' under cp e Sim(S(G)). Clearly we have a'b c'=1 as well. There exists feG(E ) with ^f(a)=a'i Af(b)=b'. Then V ( p) = P' =a' b' =0' , so A-fcNc'.
